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To age is human; we reach majority, come into maturity, celebrate
milestones, light candles for every passing year, until we get old.
And then we turn away and deny it, decry it. Why? This narrative
study explores the incomprehensible fact of ageism and what it
feels like to live through it
Finishing Up: On Aging and Ageism is a call to action, for all of us to
reckon with our own aging by continuing to be in the world, to
continue doing what we love, and to continue doing what we can
to break down the bars of the cultural cages of ageism. To me, that
also means to be on the look-out for Moskowitz’s next book.

Bette Ann Moskowitz has been writing
about old age and old people since she
was young. Her interest is artistic,
familial, and, na y personal. In this
book, she looks through the bars of what
she ca s “the cultural cage” and om
within te s us what it is like to be old in
America, and why even the old
themselves get drawn in to the irony and
the idiocy of ageism.
Moskowitz gets up close and personal in
this book. You wi laugh and cry, and
maybe change the way you think about
getting old.

-From foreword by Judith Pearl Summer el
Finishing Up: On Aging and Ageism is available wherever books are
sold. Use the promo code TEARS20 upon checkout at
DIOPRESS.COM https://bit.ly/Finishingup for a 20% discount.
DIO Press is a socially-conscious press collaborating
with scholars and teachers to publish peer-reviewed,
accessible, and a ordable books.
DIOPRESS.CO
New York, USA DIOPRESS.com
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